This study presents an analytical solution for cross-ply composite laminates integrated with a piezoelectric fiber-reinforced composite (PFRC) actuator subjected to electromechanical loading using the four-variable refined plate theory. This theory predicts parabolic variation of transverse shear stresses and satisfies the zero traction on the plate surfaces without using the shear correction factor. Using the principle of minimum potential energy, the governing equations for simply supported rectangular plates are extracted and the Navier method is adopted for solution of the equations. The comparison of obtained results with other common plate theories and the exact solution indicates that besides the simplicity of the presented formulation, it is very accurate in analysis of laminated composite plates integrated with PFRC. Also the effects of the thickness ratio, aspect ratio, number of layers, staking sequence and amount of electrostatic loading on the displacements and stresses are investigated and the obtained findings are reported.
Introduction
In the recent decades, piezoelectric materials due to their intrinsic coupled electromechanical properties have been widely used as actuators and sensors in smart structures. Advantages of piezoelectric materials like quick response, large power generation, work at very low temperatures and vacuum compatibility cause these materials are widely utilized in structural engineering, like aerospace, naval, automobile and space structures. A number of attractive piezoelectric materials like PZT, PVDF are available, but these monolithic piezoelectric material have certain limitations like low piezoelectric constants, shape control (due to their weight) and high specific acoustic impedance. To overcome these limitations, usage of piezoelectric fiber-reinforced composite (PFRC) has been an obvious choice (Kumar and Chakraborty, 2009 ). Malik and Ray (2003) obtained effective piezoelectric coefficients of PFRC using a micromechanical model through the strength of material approach.
Many investigators studied various analyses of composite laminates with embedded or surface bonded piezoelectric layers, acting as sensors and actuators. Wang and Rogers (1991) proposed an analytical solution of simply supported plates with embedded piezoelectric layers using the classical laminated plate theory (CLPT). Mitchell and Reddy (1995) presented a higher order shear deformation theory (HSDT) for composite laminates with a piezoelectric laminate. Ray et al. (1993) presented an exact solution for simply supported square composite laminate with embedded piezoelectric layers. Exact and finite element (FE) solutions for analysis of smart structures containing PFRC actuators were proposed by Malik and and Ray and Malik (2004) , respectively. Shiyekar and Kant (2011) presented a higher order shear and normal deformation theory (HOSNT12) for analysis of laminates with PFRC actuators.
A very recently developed shear deformation plate theory is a two-variable refined plate theory that contains only two unknown parameters and satisfies the condition of free stress without using the shear correction factor. This theory was introduced by Shimpi (2002) for isotropic plates and then extended to orthotropic plates by Shimpi and Patel (2006a) and Thai and Kim (2012) . Analysis of laminated composite plates was done by Kim et al. (2009a) and vibration and buckling studies were performed by Shimpi and Patel (2006b) and Kim et al. (2009b) , respectively. In the two-variable refined plate theory, the plate middle surface is assumed to be unstrained and, therefore, only the bending effects are considered. In the four-variable refined plate theory, two other parameters regarding in-plane displacements of the plate middle surface are added. This theory was used for free vibrations of FG plates and bending analysis of FG sandwich plates by Benachour et al. (2011) and Hamidi et al. (2014) , respectively. Using this theory, thermal buckling analysis of FG plates was performed by Bouiadjra et al. (2012) .
In this paper, the four-variable refined plate theory is utilized for analysis of a laminate composite integrated with piezoelectric actuators. Results obtained for various electromechanical loads are compared with already published results. It is observed that the present theory is very simple and accurate for analysis of laminates with PFRC actuators. Also the effect of the thickness ratio, aspect ratio, electrostatic load, and stacking sequence on displacements and stresses are studied.
Theory and formulations
Consider a simply supported rectangular cross-ply laminate of length a, width b integrated with a piezoelectric fiber-reinforced composite (PFRC) layer as shown in Fig. 1 . The right-handed Cartesian coordinate system is located at the corner of the middle plane of the plate. Thickness of the elastic substrate is h and thickness of the actuator is t p where t p is small compared with h. The plate is subjected to electromechanical loading due to the piezoelectric actuator located at the top side. The four-variable refined plate theory is employed for modeling of flexure of the plate.
Displacement and strain
According to assumptions of the refined plate theory, the displacement field (u in x-direction, v in y-direction and w in z-direction) is introduced as below (Shimpi, 2002) 
where u 0 and v 0 are the in-plane displacements of the mid-plane in the x and y direction, and w b and w s are the bending and shear component of the transverse displacement, respectively. The strain-displacement relationships are given by
where
Constitutive equations
Elastic and electric fields for a single piezoelectric layer are coupled by the following linear constitutive equations
where Q is the stress-reduced stiffness, e is the piezoelectric constants matrix, η is the dielectric constant matrix, E is the electric field intensity vector and (σ, ε) are stress and strain tensors. The electric field owing to the variation in stresses (the direct piezoelectric effect) is assumed to be insignificant compared with the applied electric field. This assumption has been utilized by several researchers in literature, see Shiyekar and Kant (2011), Kapuria et al. (1997) , Reddy (1999) and Tauchert (1992) . The coefficients Qij are known as functions of the engineering constants in the principal material directions
The effective piezoelectric constant matrix e and the dielectric matrix η for the PFRC layer are given as
The electric field E is derivable from an electrostatic potential ψ
Since the laminate is made of several orthotropic laminas whose material axes are oriented arbitrarily respect to the laminate coordinates, the constitutive equations of each lamina must be transformed to the laminate coordinates (x, y and z in Fig. 1 )
where The first set of Eqs. (2.4) can be divided into the elastic (e) and piezoelectric (p) stress component
Governing equation
The governing equations will be obtained using the principle of minimum potential energy
where the potential energy of external loads is given by
and the strain energy of the laminate is determined as
Equation (2.15) is obtained by substituting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.14) The boundary conditions for a simply supported plate are taken as below: -at the edges x = 0 and x = a
-at the edges y = 0 and y = b
The Navier method is adopted for solution of the obtained governing equations using the following infinite Fourier series for independent variables The electrostatic potential in the actuator layer is assumed to be linear through thickness of the PFRC layer (Shiyekar and Kant, 201)
Numerical results and discussions
In this Section, several simply supported hybrid cross ply plates consisting of an elastic substrate with a piezoelectric layer of PFRC bonded to its top, subjected to mechanical and electric potential loadings are considered. Since PFRC consists of a number of piezoelectric fibers surrounded by a matrix material, the value of the effective piezoelectric constant in the direction of fibers e 31 is significantly higher than other effective piezoelectric constants, and they can be neglected in comparison to e 31 (Malik and . For convenience, the following normalized parameters are used for presenting the numerical results Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. It is observed that the obtained displacements and stresses are in good agreement with the exact solution, FEM and HOSNT12 results. In comparison to the exact solution, the presented theory, especially in the case of the thin plate (S = 100), is more accurate than FEM and HOSNT12. It should be noted that the present theory involves only four unknown functions, and compared to HOSNT12 with 12 unknown functions it can be concluded that this theory is very simple and accurate. The results indicate that effect of actuation is more effective for thick laminates than thin laminates. Also, the obtained displacements and stresses are more affected by electrical loads than the mechanical load. Table 4 . Again, the results obtained by the presented formulation are in good agreement with the exact solution and FEM and HOSNT12 results. 
Comparison of the results
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Parametric study
In this Section, a parametric study is carried out in order to investigate the effects of the thickness ratio, aspect ratio, number of layers, staking sequence and the amount of electrostatic loading on the displacements and stresses. A three-layered symmetric [0 • /90 • /0 • ] laminate with a PFRC layer at the top is considered, and material set 2, Eq. (3.2), is used for laminas. Considering various aspect ratios, thickness ratios and applied electric voltages, the normalized in-plane and transverse displacements (u and w) as well as the in-plane normal and shear stresses (σ x and τ xy ) are collected in Table 5 . Figure 2 shows the effect of the aspect ratio a/b on the normalized central deflection w. It can be seen that the maximum values of w are accrued for square laminates, and the deflections are decreased by an increase in the aspect ratio. Also the effect of actuation is decreased by the growth of the aspect ratio. The effect of the thickness ratio a/h on the normalized stress σ x with applied electric voltage V = 100 is presented in Fig. 3 . It is observed that the effect of the aspect ratio is decreased by the growing thickness ratio. Table 6 . It is seen that the values of w and σ x are significantly decreased by an increase in the number of layers. 
Conclusions
In this study, employing the four-variable refined plate theory, an analytical solution for cross-ply laminates integrated with a PFRC actuator subjected to mechanical and electrical loadings is presented. The governing equations are obtained using the principle of minimum potential energy and, in order to solve these equations, the Naveir solution has been utilized. The accuracy of the present method has been ascertained by comparing the obtained results with already published ones. It is observed that the present formulation gives more accurate results in predicting the displacements and stresses as compared to FEM-FOST and HOSNT12 formulations. It should be noted that the present theory involves only four unknown functions and, compared to HOSNT12 with 12 unknown functions, it can be concluded that this formulation is very simple and accurate. The effects of the thickness ratio, aspect ratio, number of layers, staking sequence and amount of electrostatic loading on the displacements and stresses have been investigated and the obtained findings reported. It is observed that actuation is more effective in the case of thick laminates than in thin laminates, and the effect of actuation is decreased by increasing the aspect ratio a/b. As expected, the maximum values of normalized displacements and stresses are accrued in square laminates, and they are decreased by an increase in the number of layers.
